
Cross Egypt Challenge is an official Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM ) event.
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With sand-covered tombs, austere pyramids and towering Pharaonic temples, Egypt brings out the explorer in all of us. Egypt is rich with

temples, soaring lotus-bud columns; enormous stone portals laced with delicate carvings, elaborate underground tombs, windswept

desert monasteries, and richly decorated mosques. But as extraordinary as these sights are, they will probably not be the things that

linger in your memory after you return home. It is exploring them from the back of a motorcycle or a scooter - from the Mediterranean feel

of Alexandria to the electric pace of Cairo to the timelessness of desert villages- that is unforgettable.

Cross Egypt Challenge adventure rally not only gives you the opportunity to explore this magnificent country on two wheels, but it also

allows you to experience the Egyptian culture first hand and explore destinations and routes that normal tourists don't get to explore.

THE  CHALLENGE



Cross Egypt Challenge is an international series of endurance motorcycles and scooter rallies conducted throughout the most challenging 

roads and tracks of Egypt, a breathtaking experience that is equally fascinating for spectators and riders alike. The challenge is organized 

by Cross World Challenges, the Rotary Club of Alexandria Cosmopolitan and in partnership with both the Egyptian Ministry of Tourism 

and the Automobile and Touring Club of Egypt.

Cross Egypt Challenge is the only organized cross-country rally of its kind in the entire region and combines the best of adventure travel

and extreme sport. Each season of the endurance rally introduces a new route throughout the most famous spots of Egypt, a track that

nobody ever thought could be done on motorcycles or scooters.

Riders from the four corners of the globe fly yearly to Egypt to take part in Cross Egypt Challenge. To date, riders from over 32 countries

participated in the previous seasons of the challenge.



Cross Egypt Challenge is an official FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) adventure touring rally. The FIM is the global 

governing/sanctioning body of motorcycle sports worldwide and is the supreme and sole international authority empowered to control 

international motorcycling events organized under its jurisdiction throughout the world.



The series started in 2011 and the first season was a 9-days rally from the shores of the Mediterranean Sea in the north of Egypt to the

temple of Abu Simbel, on the southern borders of Egypt with a total distance of over 1,700 km.

The following seasons witnessed different challenging routes that varied in length. One thing that was common in all these routes that they

combined the best Egypt has to offer.

THE  HISTORY



Cross Egypt Challenge has grown over the years to become one of the most important rallies on the Egyptian calendar and one of the

most recognized events in the world. The above statistics demonstrate the numbers of participants and the yearly changes over the

past ten years.

THE  NUMBERS

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2021 2022

Route (in KM) 1,700 2,400 2,400 2,950 2,20 3,050 2,500 2,525 2,320 2,420 2,750

No. of participants 15 26 45 60 75 57 28 47 36 40 44

Countries 3 12 14 11 12 11 8 12 8 9 11

Non Egyptians 3 10 26 40 54 30 20 32 18 24 28

Female participants 3 0 5 16 17 8 6 16 6 8 8



2022  PARTICIPANTS

In 2022, 44 participants from 11 different countries joined Cross Egypt Challenge. To date, riders from over 35 countries participated in

the previous seasons of the challenge. Above is a list of participating countries in CEC 2022 and the number of participants per country.

PARTICPATING COUNTRIES

16     Egypt

9       USA

7       Australia

2       Canada

2       Germany

2       India

2       Belize

1       Switzerland

1       Peru

1       Mexico

1       Portugal

44     Participant



The past eleven seasons of Cross Egypt Challenge have achieved major local and international media exposure, with TV and radio

interviews, magazines and newspapers articles, website and blog features with estimating reach of over 380 million people worldwide.

MEDIA  REACH



2023  SEASON

The 2023 season of Cross Egypt Challenge will feature a fantastic route that spans over 8 stages and 2,900 km. The route will start from

Alexandria, go through the Mediterranean coast, the Nile Valley, Eastern and Western deserts, The Red Sea riviera, Sinai, before

finishing the season in one of most ancient places in Egypt and the world, under the Step Pyramid of Djoser in the Sakkara area.



2023  ROUTE

RIDING DISTANCES

464 km Alexandria – Minya

455 km Minya – Luxor

0 km Rest day in Luxor

290 km Luxor – Hurghada

480 km Hurghada – Fayed

413 km Fayed – Sharm El Sheikh

175 km Sharm El Sheikh – Nuwebaa

333 km Nuwebaa – Ras Sudr

290 km         Ras Sudr – Cairo

2,900 km     TOTAL DISTANCE

The 2023 season of Cross Egypt Challenge will feature a fantastic route that spans over 8 stages and 2,900 km. The route will start from

Alexandria, go through the Mediterranean coast, the Nile Valley, Eastern and Western deserts, The Red Sea riviera, Sinai, before

finishing the season in one of most ancient places in Egypt and the world, under the Step Pyramid of Djoser in the Sakkara area.



2023  SCHEDULE

The 2023 season of Cross Egypt Challenge will feature a fantastic route that spans over 8 stages and 2,900 km. The route will start from

Alexandria, go through the Mediterranean coast, the Nile Valley, Eastern and Western deserts, The Red Sea riviera, Sinai, before

finishing the season in one of most ancient places in Egypt and the world, under the Step Pyramid of Djoser in the Sakkara area.



Cross Egypt Challenge is an intensive event that requires a lot of preparations and arrangements. All of the following services are

provided by the organizing team as part of the overall development of the event:

CEC  OBLIGATIONS



Event planning

International PR

Local and international event-related promotion

Official event photography 

TV production and distribution

Digital and social media development and promotion

Hospitality (Accommodation + food & beverage)

Vehicle fuel and oils

Onboard medical services

Onboard mechanics and technical support

Protective gear and clothing

Transportation

Radio communication 

Security passes and permissions

Support crews

Chase trucks and support vehicles

Event-related insurance



For all media inquiries, to request high resolution images or make arrangements for an interview, please send us an email to 

media@crossegyptchallenge.com or reach us by phone: +20 (100) 721-0000 and our media team will be happy to assist you with your 

request.

MEDIA / PRESS



For editorial use, you can download some images from our online photo gallery available on our website at the following link:

www.crossegyptchallenge.com/gallery. These images are available under the Editorial Use Royalty-Free License.



Follow us online:

Website:      crossegyptchallenge.com

Facebook:   facebook.com/CrossEgyptChallenge

YouTube:     youtube.com/CrossEgyptChallenge

Twitter:        twitter.com/CrossEgypt

Instagram:   instagram.com/CrossEgyptChallenge
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